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Programming C# 4.0: Building Windows, Web, and RIA Applications for the .NET 4.0 FrameworkO'Reilly, 2010

	
		With its support for dynamic programming, C# 4.0 continues to evolve as a versatile language on its own. But when C# is used with .NET Framework 4, the combination is incredibly powerful. This bestselling tutorial shows you how to build web, desktop, and rich Internet applications using C# 4.0 with .NET's database capabilities,...
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Snake Robots: Modelling, Mechatronics, and Control (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2012

	Snake Robots is a novel treatment of theoretical and practical topics related to snake robots: robotic mechanisms designed to move like biological snakes and able to operate in challenging environments in which human presence is either undesirable or impossible. Future applications of such robots include search and rescue, inspection and...
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Power Reading : The Best, Fastest, Easiest, Most Effective Course on Speedreading and Comprehension Ever Developed!The Education Press, 2001

	Power Reading is the best, fastest, easiest, most effective speedreading and comprehension course ever developed! Most people see amazing results in the first few days of the 30-day Power Reading course. Included in this unique speedreading course are the most effective techniques for comprehension improvement, study, note taking, test taking...
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Enabling Flexibility in Process-Aware Information Systems: Challenges, Methods, TechnologiesSpringer, 2012

	In today’s dynamic business world, the success of a company increasingly depends on its ability to react to changes in its environment in a quick and flexible way. Companies have therefore identified process agility as a competitive advantage to address business trends like increasing product and service variability or faster time to...
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Avanti! (Italian)McGraw-Hill, 2017

	Informed by second-language acquisition research and supported by cutting-edge digital tools, the complete Avanti! program creates a dynamic learning environment that fosters communication and motivates students to succeed. With Connect and LearnSmart, Avanti's learning platform gives instructors...
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Bose-Einstein Condensation (The International Series of Monographs on Physics)Oxford University Press, 2003

	This book is an introductory text to the physics of Bose-Einstein condensation. This phenomenon, first predicted by Einstein in 1925 has been realized experimentally in 1995 in a remarkable series of experiments whose importance has been recognized by the award of the 2001 Nobel Prize in Physics. The condensate is actually a new state of...
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Phase-Locked Loops for Wireless Communications: Digital, Analog and Optical ImplementationsSpringer, 2001

	Phase-Locked Loops for Wireless Communications: Digitial, Analog and Optical Implementations, Second Edition presents a complete tutorial of phase-locked loops from analog implementations to digital and optical designs. The text establishes a thorough foundation of continuous-time analysis techniques and maintains a consistent notation as...
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Building Enterprise Applications with Windows Presentation Foundation and the Model View ViewModel PatternMicrosoft Press, 2011

	The Windows Presentation Framework (WPF), Silverlight, and Windows Phone 7 are the latest technologies
	for building flexible user interfaces (UI) for applications built with Microsoft technology.
	All three rely on the XAML markup language to describe UI elements and layout, and you can program
	applications for all three platforms with...
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Application Theory of Petri Nets: 32nd International Conference, PETRI NETS 2011, Newcastle, UK, June 20-24, 2011Springer, 2011

	This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 32nd International Conference
	on Applications and Theory of Petri Nets and Other Models of Concurrency
	(PETRI NETS 2011). The Petri Net conferences serve as annual meeting places
	to discuss the progress in the field of Petri nets and related models of concurrency.
	They provide a forum for...
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Power up your PowToon Studio ProjectPackt Publishing, 2015

	The ultimate PowToon project guide – get hints, tips, and ideas to turbocharge your PowToon Studio project


	About This Book

	
		In-depth navigation and explanations for the entire PowToon product
	
		Challenges the way you to think about how to plan your PowToon project depending on audience...
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Core J2EE Patterns: Best Practices and Design Strategies, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Developers often confuse learning the technology with learning  to design with the technology. In this book, senior architects from the Sun Java  Center share their cumulative design experience on Java 2 Platform, Enterprise  Edition (J2EE) technology.
The primary focus of the book is on patterns, best practices,  design...
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Elementary Linear Programming with Applications, Second EditionAcademic Press, 1995

	Linear programming finds the least expensive way to meet given needs with available resources. Its results are used in every area of engineering and commerce: agriculture, oil refining, banking, and air transport. Authors Kolman and Beck present the basic notions of linear programming and illustrate how they are used to solve important common...
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